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The DEFI Project

Archibal MICHIELS

DEFI is a five-year project, employing the equivalent ofthree full-time
researchers. Il started in October 1995 and aims at providing a
prototype of an online reading comprehension tool. Being a research
project, it is not end-user-oriented, and is not limited by the constraints
(computational efficiency, uptodateness and elegance of the user inter
face) which would characterise efforts geared towards the production
of a commercial tool within the same time boundaries. Il involves two
languages, viz. English and French, and two directions, both lan
guages playing the part of source and target language. The French to
English direction is likeiy to lag behind a bit on account of the lesser
availability ofNLP analysis tools for French on our development plat
fonn (Windows). DEFI is meant to act as a filter on a bilingual dic
tion3lY (a merge of the OxfordIHachette (OH) and Robert/Collins
(RC) English-French and French-English bilinguals) to provide the
user with the most likeiy translation(s) of the item he has requested
help about.

The tasks involved are the following:

• recognition of tenninological units, be they single-word or multi
word. The test bed is Mycenaean archeology, but the recognition
strategies are designed to be domain-independent;
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• recognition of generallanguage multi-word units (mwu's) stored in
the bilingual dictionaries. This task also includes the presentation
to the user of relevant dictionmy examples, because the concept of
mwu is extended here to cover examples as selected and/or edited
by lexicographers;

• for both multi-word units and single word lexical items, restriction
of the range of translations, such restriction to be based on proper
ties of the source text, i.e. the textual environment of the item the
user has asked to get the translation of. In the best of cases, the
translation that ranks highest according to the DEFI matcher is the
one that is most appropriate to the context.
The first Iwo of these three tasks are essential to the quality of the

tool. Although not ail mwu's are monosemic (far from it), the first help
to provide the user who has requested the translation of a word be
longing to an mwu, is that mwu and its translation(s). Restricting the
range of translations is again a matter of matching the context with the
constraints or preferences that the dictionalY associates with the source
item under a specific translation. The recognition of terminological
units and mwu's should not be dependent in any way on the particular
item within the mwu that the user has selected. Il would be a great pity
for an electronic dictionary toolnot to be free of physical storage con
siderations or to be dependent on a specific indexing scheme which
would force the user to guess which word the mwn is most likely to be
stored under (assuming the user is able to recognize that there is an
mwu in the string he is interested in).

These three tasks are carried out by a dictionmy/text matcher im
plemented as a Prolog program. This program has access to binmy
trees stored in Prolog idb's (internaI data bases). Such binary trees are
constructed on the basis of:

• two bilingual dictionaries (OH and RC) with reformatting into
Prolog clauses (and later merging of the two dictionaries) accom
plished by AWK programs

• a thesaurus data base, namely pmi of the Prolog WordNet package
as distributed by Princeton University (see MILLER: 1990), with
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slight editing and adaptation of the accompanying application pro
grams (query tools)

• a data base of metalinguistic descriptions derived from Re and
OH, to allow the measure of semantic distance in tenns of
metalinguistic slot sharing (cf. MONTEMAGNI et al.: 1996)

The tools used in the project are the following:

• the AWK programming language

• Arity Prolog for Windows

• LingSoft's engcg surface parser for English (for French we plan to
develop local grarrunars in the INTEX fonnalism, in a first stage
geared towards thc texts used as test beds)
DEFI's strategies are based on the following observations:

• Mwu's (and examples) in the dictionaries are simply strings, and
therefore do not provide enough infonnation for the DEFI matcher
to work on if it is to spot mwu's in text in other than their canonical
fomls. But we do not think it is reasonable to expect specific local
grammatical descriptions to become available for every such
string. We believe that the more reasonable solution is to apply a
robust surface parser to BaTH dictionary mwu's and examples oh
the one hand and the user's text on the other and to let the matcher
loose on the enriched dictionary/text pair. Thereby we avoid the
need to design equivalence-measuring procedures for diverging
grammatical information, as is bound to happen when we confront
specific local descriptions in the dictionary with a tagged or fully
parsed text.

• We believe that bilingual dictionaries do not provide enough in
formation on their source side, and that we have to harness other
lexical resources, such as thesauri (especially helpful in the treat
ment of collocational infonnation, where collocates are very often

. to be interpreted as thesauric heads rather than as lenunas). We
think that monolingual dictionaries, especially recent leamer
oriented dictionaries, can help to enhance infonnation on the
source language, although pairing the source side of a bilingual
with a monolingual is a major task, and a delicate one, in so far as
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the semantic space of a source item is divided in a bilingual dic
tionary according to the semantic space divisions enforced by the
target language

• DEFI is a research program, and therefore we can envisage wider
avenues than we would be able to if a commercial product had to
be delivered at the end of the project. This is not to say that COlll

putational efficiency can be neglected: no serious testing and de
bugging can take place when the system is too slow. But it means
that we can think of developing a prototype tool in such a high
levellanguage as Prolog, making use of its automatic backtracking
procedures and built-in unification.
Our Web site' offers the following papers on the DEFI project:
1. general presentation of the project: this paper;
2. turning bilingual dictionaries as provided by the publishers into

something that DEFI can use, viz. Prolog clauses ready to be
stored in binary trees (DUFOUR (Nicolas): "From the Oxford
Hachette SGML tape to DEFI dictionaries");

3. parsing text and dictionaries and enhancing the results by
means of AWK programs (MICHIELS (Archibal) and DUFOUR
(Nicolas): "From SGML tape to Dic Clauses");

4. general description of the dictionary/text matcher (MICHIELS
(Archibal): "The DEFI matcher: an introduction");

5. the full commented code of the part of the matcher taking care
of mwu's (MICHIELS (Archibal): "The Defi Matcher: Prolog
Program");

6. a preliminalY results file, exemplifying mwu recognition and
translation seleetion ("The DEFI matcher: preliminalY re
sults");

7. an early DEFI paper coupling a monolingual to a bilingual
dictionalY for the purposes of translation selection and word
sense discrimination (MICHIELS (Archibal): "Target Selection
and Word Sense Diserimination in DEFI").

1 http://engdepl.philo.ulg.ac.be/michiels/defi.hlm.
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